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1. INTRODUCTION 
In what concerns communicating processes and their defining languages, 
such as Milner’s CCS (Milner, 1980) semantics have been constructed for 
two types of observational equivalences: weak bisimulation equivalences 
(Milner, 1980; Park, 1981) and testing equivalences (DeNicola and 
Hennessy, 1984; Hennessy, 1983). The latter equivalences fail to distinguish 
at all times between pairs of processes that differ upon their respective 
sets of o-sequences of external actions (Milner’s original observation 
equivalence also fails to do this). A notable exception is the inlinitary 
testing equivalence of (Darondeau and Gamatie, 1987), although no proof 
system has been developed for that equivalence. As a matter of fact, the 
proof-theoretic study of equivalences of w-behaviours remains essentially 
open. The present paper is an attempt in that direction. We review 
equivalences over transition systems and principles of proof theory, and 
contrive to connect the former with the latter by their logical complexity. 
The motivation for this work, if one admits the necessity of studying 
infinite behaviours of communicating processes, is twofold: 
- if one takes logical complexity as a test, the “reasonable character” 
of equivalences defined over infinite behaviours can be assessed; 
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-it may be of some interest to know the price to be paid in order to 
get complete proof systems for these equivalences. 
As regards CCS (and similar languages) in connection with proof 
systems, the outcome of this study is the following: 
(i) no proof system based on the classical o-rule is complete for 
equality of linear w-behaviours; 
(ii) in any system of inductive proofs, transfinite induction is needed 
for proving equivalences based on infinitary testing; 
(iii) in particular, the full generality of /?-proofs in second-order 
arithmetic is needed for proving the equality of linear w-behaviours. 
As regards CCS (and similar languages) in connection with tests, we 
show by the way that fmitary tests with binary results are less powerful 
than intinitary tests with binary results, which in turn are less powerful 
than infinitary tests with intinitary results. This may be read as an invita- 
tion to continue the investigation of infinitary tests with binary results, 
which have not yet been considered in the literature: at the price of a 
reasonable increase of complexity, coarse confusions between processes 
that differ by their w-behaviour are then avoided, even though faint and in 
some sense ineffective differences are ignored. Analogous conclusions may 
be drawn for any sufficiently general programming language equipped with 
random selection and output commands. 
The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 
supplies intinitary tests with infinitary results for the equality of linear 
o-behaviours in pure CCS. Section 3 contains an introduction to o-logic 
and recalls the strong connection between I7: and the o-rule. A mutual 
reduction between Z7: formulas of arithmetic and formulas p x q, where z 
is the equivalence over CCS programs induced by tests introduced in 
Section 2, is established in Section 4; we conclude therefrom that complete 
systems of o-proofs for z cannot exist. Section 5 and 6 investigate the 
logical complexity of two alternative equivalences based on families of 
finitary resp. infinitary tests with binary results, namely the equivalence of 
De Nicola and Hennessy resp. the equivalence of “indiscernibility.” We 
show that indiscernibility is not Z7; and has therefore no complete system 
of recursive o-proofs, in contrast to De Nicola and Hennessy’s equivalence. 
Section 7 is an elementary introduction to Girard’s work in p-logic showing 
the existence of complete systems of recursive proofs for indiscernibility and 
for x. Some acquaintance with Rogers’ book (Rogers, 1967) or the like is 
expected from the reader. 
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2. A GLANCE AT CCS 
We introduce here infinitary tests with inlinitary results for the pure 
version of CCS. 
2.1. Pure CCS 
Basically, CCS is a system of labelled transitions defined on an algebra 
of terms. Labels (p) are taken from a disjoint union (L) of countable sets 
A, 2, {z}, where ‘5 means the internal or silent action, resulting from the 
synchronized product of complementary actions 1 E A and XE a (with 
2 = L). Partial injective homomorphisms h on L satisfying hz = T  and 
h(I) = (n) are called renaming functions. A renaming function acts as a 
restriction outside its domain. For the purpose of the present study, we set 
as a special requirement that renaming functions act as the identity almost 
everywhere (whence they may be given an effective syntax). 
The signature of the algebra is S = SO u S, u SZ, where SO = {nil}, 
s, = bLIP4U wdl~ a renaming function}, and S, = { +, 1 }-supply- 
ing nondeterministic sum and parallel composition. Terms t are either 
variables x E X (a set of variables) or well formed expressions opk(tI . . . tk) 
where op, E Sk, or guardedly well formed recursive terms xi where 
(x, = t, . ..x., = t,), where each x, is guarded in ti. Transitions t -5 t’ are 
those provable from the following axioms and rules of structural opera- 
tional semantics (Plotkin, 1981). 
Axioms. 
Rules. 
tA u t”1- u’ 
rlt’Lulz4’ 
if p=K(~Au6) 
t&u 
tCh1 --+% u[h] 
if h(p) is defined 
ti [x, where (x1 = t, “.x,, = t,)/xi]r=, --% u 
xiwhere(x,=t,...x,=t,)~u 
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In the above t[t,/x,];, 1 means the simultaneous replacement of xi by t, 
at all free occurrences of variables xi in t. Due to the well-guardedness of 
recursive definitions, the set of all transitions is recursive, and for each t, 
the set of transitions t A t’ originating from t is finite. 
2.2. Infinitary Tests 
Clearly from the axiomatization, a maximal sequence of silent transitions 
((Pi I4i)& (Pi+1 I4i+l))i<u<u 
is always inferred from a pair of transition sequences 
which may of course be chosen minimal w.r.t. the component-wise exten- 
sion of the prefix order. When q ( = q,,) is considered as a test on p ( = pO). 
one may define the result of q as the set of projections on A u 1 of y-words 
vi, . . vjfl . . labelling the above sequences. 
The intinitary testing equivalence z is the relation such that p zp’ if 
and only if, for all q, the result of q testing p is the same as the result of 
q testing p’. 
Our first intention with testing equivalences is to show that equality in 
CCS/Z has no complete proof system in o-logic. Let us proceed to a short 
review of w-logic before we establish that negative fact. 
3. ELEMENTS OF W-LOGIC 
The introduction below draws its inspiration from Girard’s book 
(Girard, 1987), where the reader may find a thorough treatment of Z7: 
proof theory. 
An w-language is a many sorted language with a distinguished type E (for 
natural numbers), supplied with a binary predicate symbol = and a collec- 
tion of terms (E)~~~. An o-theory is a theory in an o-language. 
A typical system of o-logic is the sequent calculus LK,, evolved from 
Gentzen’s sequent calculus LK (Gentzen, 1981) by augmenting its language 
into an w-language and adding special axioms for equality in type r, and 
special rules for quantifiers over the type z. These special rules where t and 
u are arbitrary terms of type I and n varies through N, are (Girard, 1987, 
p. 349): 
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Introductions Eliminations 
. . . I- t A(n), A . . . r vl 
l- k Vx’A(x’), A 
CA(t) t--d l vl 
I-, t’x’A(x’) t A 
rtA(t),A r31 
Z- 1 lx’A(x’), A 
. . . r, A(g) t-A . . . 1 31 
Z-‘, 3x’A(x’) k A 
Rules such as r Vz and 1 3 I (where the dots indicate sets of sequents) are 
usually called o-rules. 
An o-proof in an o-theory T is a well-founded tree Y whose vertices (s) 
are labelled by pairs (n(s)) of the form (a, r k A), where CI is Ax and r k A 
is an instance of an axiom of LK, u T, or c1 is the name of an n-ary rule 
(or u-rule) and r /--A is inferred along that rule from the second projec- 
tions of pairs L(s * (k)), k<n (k <CO). 
For n(s) as above, let 4(s) = ([al, rr t-Al) (the upper brackets 
denoting some Giidel numbering of rules and sequents of LK,). An 
w-proof may then be regarded as a pair (Y, 4) where the domain L? of 4 
is a well-founded tree (represented as a subset of N*) (Girard, 1987, 
p. 350). 
Among o-proofs, the first-class citizens are the recursive w-proofs 
defined as follows (Girard, 1987, p. 353): an o-proof (Y-, 4) is recursive 
(primitive recursive) iff the tree 9 and the function 4 are recursive 
(primitive recursive). The relevance of recursive proofs to validity in all 
o-models (i.e. models in which the type 1 is given the interpretation N) is 
shown by the following theorem, due to Orey: 
THEOREM. Let T be a recursive (primitive recursive) o-theory; then a 
formula A is o-valid in T (i.e. valid in all the w-models of T) iff there exists 
a recursive (primitive recursive) w-proof of the sequent k A in T. 
For instance, let T be the primitive recursive set of axioms of second 
order arithmetic PA’; then a II: formula in the language of PA2 is true iff 
it is o-valid in T (Girard, 1987, p. 348), iff it has a primitive recursive proof 
in LK, from the axioms of T. Since the II: (resp. L’A) formulas of second 
order arithmetic can be converted effectively into equivalent II: (resp. CA) 
formulas of analysis, and vice versa (Rogers, 1967, p. 382), LK,(T) may be 
viewed as a complete system of recursive proofs for Z7: formulas of 
analysis. 
Many proof systems encountered in computer science may be considered 
(in a precise sense) as abstract versions of LK,( T) for some primitive 
recursive theory T, because they use explicitly some o-rule, e.g. Algorithmic 
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Logic (Mirkowska and Salwicki, 1987), or they rely on some disguised 
w-rule such as complete induction along the syntactic order (which is a 
primitive recursive relation), e.g. the proof system for program equivalence 
devised in (De Nicola and Hennessy, 1984). We recall that the so-called 
complete induction makes it possible to infer t < u in the “semantic” order 
from a countable set of premisses t, < u, where t, denotes a finite 
approximation of t in the “syntactic” order < and < is the contextual 
extension of 52-K t (Sz is the symbol of the undefined, and recursive terms 
are equated with their infinite expansion). 
Now, theoremhood is ZZ: in any possible system of w-rules and recursive 
proofs, because well-foundedness of recursive trees is I7: and even Z7:-com- 
plete (Rogers, 1967, p. 396), but it grows to 2: if non-recursive proofs are 
taken into account. To see that, we encode proofs (F-,4) into total 
functions 4’ : 4’(s) = 1 + b(s) if s E F, 0 otherwise. The family of (possibly) 
non-recursive proofs, as a subset of NN, is I7:, since well-foundedness of 
trees is l7:, hence theoremhood is C:. 
4. THE INFINITARY TESTING EQUIVALENCE w IS @ COMPLETE 
Let us come back to the infinitary testing equivalence M introduced in 
Section 2, and show that equality in CCS/w has no complete proof system 
in o-logic. We establish for that purpose the II$completeness of z. Since, 
for positive n, the Z7: (resp. Z!,) sets of natural numbers are downwards 
closed under one-one reduction d I (Rogers, 1967, p. 380), the existence of 
any complete system of recursive o-proofs for the equivalence z would 
imply Z7: 2 Z7; which is false. Nothing is gained by considering degenerated 
systems of non-recursive w-proofs, for the inclusion Z: 2I7: is equally 
false. 
Our proof of the IZ$completeness of zz is divided into three lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Truth of II: formulas is one-one reducible to equality of 2: 
sets of functions from N to (0, 11. 
LEMMA 2. Equality of L’: sets of functions from N to (0. 1 } is one-one 
reducible to equivalence formulas p z q where p, q E CCS. 
LEMMA 3. The infinitary testing equivalence z is expressed by a II: 
.formula. 
We prove these lemmas in the reverse order and introduce beforehand 
some notations which will be used extensively in Sections 5 and 6. 
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Notation. 
- for p = pi0 E CCS, [p] (resp. [p],, [p],) is the set of transition 
sequences 
(P,“A Pl,+,)n<a, 
where LX < o (resp. cx < W, a = w). 
- for p E CCS, = (resp. = ,) is the equivalence on [p] (resp. [ p],) 
such that 8 = 8’ (resp. 8 --w 0’) iff tI and 0’ have identical traces on 
(A u a)* u (A u 2)” (resp. have identical traces on (A u a)“‘, or both have 
finite traces on (A u a)*). 
-for p, q E CCS, Twin (resp. Twin,, Twin,) is the subset of 
[p] x [q] (resp. [p], x [q],, [p],x [q],) that contains, for each maxi- 
mal (resp. finite, infinite) sequence 8 of silent transitions from (p 1 q), the 
minimal pairs (e,, 0,) from which 8 is inferred by the rules of parallel 
composition. 
Proof of Lemma 3. The set of labelled transitions t It-, t’ between CCS 
terms can be coded as a recursive subset of N. Hence [t] and Twin are 
respectively (coded as) ZIy and II: subsets of NN. Moreover, 0 E 0’ is I7(: 
in 8 and 8’. Now, p z q can be expressed as p < q & q < p, letting p < q be 
VtECCSVfVg(fE[p]&gE[t]&Twin(S,g) 
=S3f’3g’(f’~[q]&g’~[t]&Twin(f’, g’)&g=g’)). 
Since p<q is l7: in p and q, so is pzq. 
Proof of Lemma 2. For t E CCS, let L”(t) be the language of infinite 
words w  = p,,p, . . . labelling infinite sequences of transitions from t = t,. 
Hence, each pi either is the internal action r or belongs to the set of 
external actions A u 2. For IV, W’ in L”, let w  zw w’ iff there exist infinite 
factorizations w  = w, . . . . w’ = w; . . . such that wi% wi for all i, where z is the 
congruence on L* generated from 
Up to the equivalence z O, L”(t) may be normalized into the reduced set 
[L”(t)] equal to 
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Now suppose P and Q are Z: subsets of (0, l}“. Following the con- 
struction given in (Darondeau, 1986), corresponding CCS programs p and 
q satisfying [L”(p)] = (0, 1) *P u P and [L”(q)] = (0,l) *r” u Q may be 
obtained effectively uniformly from ,Z’: indices of P and Q. Hints of the 
construction, that extends a similar construction from (Wagner and 
Staiger, 1977), may be found in the Appendix. Furthermore, pz q iff 
P = Q, so the proof is complete. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let _F be the set of functions from N to (0, l> with 
an infinite number of zeroes. Any f~&’ is the code of some f in NN:f(i) 
is the digit with rank i + 1 in the Godel representation of the sequence f (0), 
f(l), a... Indeed, the bijective relation “underline” is Z7: as a subset of 
NN x NN. 
Let 4 be the II: formula Vf3g Qw R(f, g, w), where u’ stands for w,, . . . . u’& 
and QVV is an alternation of first order quantifiers over w. Then 4 is true 
iff {f/Q Qw R(f, g, w)} = NN iff ~h/3f3gQwCR(~g,w)&h=fl}=~ 
But this is clearly an equality between two Zi sets of functions from N to 
(0, 1). 
5. THE CASE OF DE NICOLA AND HENNESSY'S EQUIVALENCES 
We have just seen that the equivalence Z, based on intinitary tests with 
infinitary results, has no complete proof system in o-logic since it is 
ZI:-complete. On the other hand, complete systems of proofs by induction 
along the syntactic order (a variant form of the o-rule) are known to exist 
for De Nicola and Hennessy’s equivalences, which are based on finitary 
tests with binary results. In order to clear up the situation, let us cast the 
latter equivalences in the notational mould introduced in Section 4. The 
original definitions may be found in (De Nicola and Hennessy, 1984). 
The equivalences are three in number, tied together by the relation 
ml= z;,n z3. The equivalence z 2 (the must part of z 1) compares 
programs according to properties they satisfy in the inevitable mode, and 
concerns finite as infinite sequences of transitions. The equivalence z 3 (the 
may part of Z 1 ) compares programs according to the properties they satisfy 
in the optional mode, and concerns the finite sequences of transitions 
exclusively. 
For i = 2, 3, the equivalences xiaredetinedas Gin<,:‘,wherethe <i 
are preorders depending on two particular sets of programs, namely the set 
of winning resp. (syntactically) diverging configurations, both of which are 
recursive. Let Success,(B) be the Cy predicate of one number variable 8 
expressing that some winning configuration is reached in course of the 
finite computation (i.e. sequence of transitions) 6. Let Success(t), 0’) be 
64319912.5 
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the Cy predicate of two function variables t&l? meaning that 8 reaches a 
winning configuration before any of 8,@ reaches a diverging configuration, 
in any parallel run of computations 8 and W, finite or not, synchronized on 
their complementary actions. Preorders Go, Gj may then be specified as 
P624 iff VtECCS (pmust t*qmust t) 
P634 iff VtECCS(pmayt*qmuyt), 
where must and muy are the following binary relations on CCS: 
p must t iff VfVf’ (f~ [p J &f’ E [t] & Twin(J f’) * Success(f, f’)) 
pmayt iff 3n 3n’ (no [p], & n’~ [t], & Twin,(n, n’) & Success*(n’)). 
It is easily seen that p may t is a 2: predicate in p and t, whence Q 3 
and zX are in @. It is slightly more difficult to reckon that p must t is a 
Cy predicate in p and t, whence G 2 and E 2 are also in l7:, as is claimed 
in (Phillips, 1987). Support for that claim may be gained as follows. Let F 
be the tree of z-labelled transitions from (p 1 t) and let d(s) = (p, 1 t,) be 
the program configuration at vertex s. Let S be the subset of vertices 
s’ E Dam(F) such that neither is t, winning nor is pS or t, diverging for any 
s < s’. Then p must t iff S is non-empty and finite and t, is winning for all 
maximal s E S. This is so by Koenig’s lemma, because pure CCS is a finitely 
branching transition system. Now, for s = s, . . . s, belonging to Dam(F), 
the set of sequences 4(s) = &s,) ... b(s,) is recursive in p, t, n, and the 
finiteness of S amounts to the existence of a uniform bound for the length 
of sequences s = s 1 . s, in S, whence the claim follows. 
There emerges from the above that all three testing equivalences E i, 
i = 1, 2, 3, have complete systems of recursive o-proofs in the language of 
PA’. This does not mean completeness of recursive proofs in the “natural” 
proof systems given in (De Nicola and Hennessy, 1984). Nevertheless, 
those recursive proofs are also complete (Yoccoz, 1989). 
6. INFINITARY TESTS WITH BINARY RESULTS AND INDISCERNIBILITY 
The present section is an attempt to fill in the gap in logical complexity 
between the linitary testing equivalences E ir i = 1,2, 3 (nt), and the 
infinitary equivalence x (ni). Leading further De Nicola and Hennessy’s 
principles, we set the may and must parts on equal balance as regards 
infinite sequences of transitions. This amounts to introducing infinitary 
tests with binary results, as opposed to intinitary tests with infinitary results 
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(inducing x ). We present below tentative ideas in that direction. We 
suppose that tests allow us to check whether two processes have some pair 
of complementary w-traces. This does not require radical changes in the 
testing apparatus: a positive answer to the above question (expressed as p 
may, t) is reached in a single infinite run, and infinite runs (producing 
negative answers) were already assumed anyway for determining p must t. 
Nevertheless, the discrimination power of tests is significantly increased. 
Let Success, (0) be the Z7: predicate of one function variable 8 express- 
ing that an infinite number of non-r actions are performed in course of 
computation 8. A plausible refinement of x 3 is the equivalence z 4 n z 3, 
where x 4 = 6 4 n < 4 ‘, and the preorder d 4 is defined as 
PG49 iff VteCCS (p may, tag ma-v, t) 
with 
P may, t iff 3f3f’(f~ [PI, &f’~ Ctl, & Twin,(f,f’) 
& Success, (f, f’)). 
The above formulation of p may, t is clearly Zi, hence relations < 4 and 
x4 are denumerable recursive intersections of relations in the boolean 
closure of Z7:, but the equivalence z 4 is not I7:. Let us prove that claim, 
also valid for zO= xzn x3n x4, an alternative to wr= z2n z3. 
For p, q E CCS let P, Q be the respective projections of [p] and [q] on 
(d u J)w. Then P, Q are ,I?: sets of functions (o-traces), and p x4 q if and 
only if 
PnR=@oQnR=% for any Ci set of functions R. 
When the above is satisfied, P and Q are said to be indiscernibles, and we 
denote by x-= y the indiscernibility of sets of functions with C: indices x 
and y. By the proof of Lemma 2, problems p x4 q and x =c y are one-one 
interreducible. Now, if we denote by x’== y’ the equality of Z: sets of 
numbers with respective 2: indices x’ and y’, problems x sz. y and 
x’ =r y’ are one-one interreducible (see next paragraph). Suppose now 
p z4 q is a II: predicate; then x’ == y’ is also a II: predicate, hence every 
Zi formula 4, obviously equivalent to {x/d} = {x/O = 0}, is also I7:, which 
is a contradiction. 
The interreducibility between problems x =z. y and x’== y’ may be 
shown as follows. Relation x’== y’ holds iff the set of functions ranging 
over the 2; subset (of numbers) indexed by x’, and the set of functions 
ranging over the Zi subset (of numbers) indexed by y’, are equal Ci sets 
(of functions), and those sets are obviously equal iff they are indiscernible. 
Conversely, relation x =z y holds iff the set of .Z’:-indices z for C: sets of 
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functions intersecting the Z; set indexed by x, and the set of Ci-indices z 
for C: sets of functions intersecting the Ci set indexed by y, are equal Zt 
sets of numbers. The considered equivalences may be stated, using the 
alternative normal form theorem for Zt sets (Rogers, 1967, p. 377), as 
x’ =z Y’ iff {./iii 3g VW 1 Tf, t-x’, (g(O), . . . . g(w)>, f(i))} 
= {f/Vi 3g VW 1 T;f, (y’, (g(O), . . . . g(w)), f(i))} 
x~~yiff (z/3f3gVw i T&(xnz, (f(O), . . ..f(W)>> (g(O), . ..P g(w))))) 
where n is recursive in two number variables and x n y is a Et index for 
the intersection of sets of functions with respective indices x and y. 
Hence, the infinitary testing equivalences zO and z4 are not liable to 
recursive w-proofs, for they are not Z7;. But unlike z, the latter equiva- 
lences are denumerable recursive intersections of relations in the boolean 
closure of l7: and are therefore Af. 
The section ends on a digression showing that, for any recursively 
enumerable system S of labelled transitions (q--G q’), the greatest 
bisimulation in S is C: (hence it is “co-provable” in o-logic). We recall the 
reader that a bisimulation is a binary relation R c Q x Q satisfying the 
implications: 
pRq * ((P -5 P’) - 3q’tq --s q’ & P’ R 4’)) 
The family Bisim of bisimulation relations is clearly l7:. The greatest 
bisimulation s is Z: since it satisfies 
prqiff 3R (R E Bisim & p R q). 
7. ELEMENTS OF ~-LOGIC 
We give here a short introduction to Girard’s I7: logic, that supplies 
proof systems for the infinitary equivalences z and zO. 
Let L be the language of second order arithmetic PA*, and let L’ be the 
language L augmented by a non-distinguished type 0 (for ordinals), 
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supplied with a binary predicate symbol < and with a collection of terms 
cl of type 0 (one for each ordinal) plus a predicate symbol Ord with two 
places, of types Set and 0. Let T be the primitive recursive theory of PA2 
(including Peano axioms, the extensionality axiom, the induction axiom, 
and the full comprehension axiom) plus the axiom 
t Bard(X) =E. 3~” Ord(X, a), 
where Bard(X) is the formula of L expressing that X (interpreted as a 
binary relation on numbers) is a well-ordering, plus the two axioms 
~Ord(X,a)~Vx’(xEX~3bC(b<a&Ord(X,,b))) 
/- Ord(X, a) +Vb’(b <a=> 3x’(x~X& Ord(X,, b))), 
where X, is the subset of X made of numbers ( y, z) such that (z, x) E X 
and z #x. A P-model of T is then a model Jlla of T such that 
lJ4 = (,4(O)> Jf( < )I is an ordinal. 
A complete family of a-proof systems for formulas of L’ is constructed in 
the following way (Girard, 1982, 1983). For each ordinal a. one defines a 
system of a-proofs in L’, where the following a-rule is added to the usual 
rules of the basic sequent calculus LK: 
. . . f t- A@), A . . . all z<a 
l- /-- Va”A(a), A 
A B-proof of the formula A of L’ is an ordinal indexed family P, of 
a-proofs of the sequent FA, determined by the corresponding subfamily 
(P?JnoN. All the other P, are obtained as direct limits of diagrams on the 
finite proofs P,, in the same way as a is obtained as the direct limit of a 
diagram on finite ordinals. A B-proof is recursive if its basis (P,) is recur- 
sive in n, and is then entirely given by the index of a recursive function 
(the problem whether a recursive function gives rise to a b-proof is I7: 
complete). 
By Girard’s j?-completeness theorem, a formula of L’ is valid in all 
P-models of T if and only if it has a recursive P-proof from the axioms of 
T. Now, for any I7: relation over natural numbers given by a second order 
formula R(x, y), and for any n, m, R(S”(O), Y(0)) is true if and only if it 
is valid in all /I-models of T (Apt and Marek, 1974). The infinitary testing 
equivalence x has therefore a complete system of recursive b-proofs in 
p-logic. 
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8. SUMMARY 
We have built a strict hierarchy of testing equivalences for pure CCS 
programs, namely the following: 
c~nnc- +*nz,nx,cFz,nw,. 
The must part * 2 of the equivalences is IIt. 
The may part of the equivalences is 
- Z7: for z 3 (which identifies sets of traces with similar closure in the 
usual topology on words) 
- in the closure under recursive intersections of the boolean closure of 
Z7: but not Z7: for z 3 n z 4 (which identifies “indiscernible” sets of traces) 
- I7: and indeed Z7: complete for x (which makes no identification 
between different sets of traces). 
As a consequence, complete systems of recursive proofs for equivalences 
z2r-l z, z5? n z3 n z4, z.? n z 3 are found respectively in p-logic, 
/?-logic, o-logic. 
APPENDIX 
We recall from (Rogers, 1967, p. 377) that a C: set A of functions from 
N to N can be represented in the normal form 
‘4 = Cf/3g~‘wwfw~ -,f(w)>, (g(O), .‘., gwm 
where R is a recursive relation. 
Owing to that property, one may construct a CCS program which 
approximates f (and simultaneously g) by successive guesses at f(i) (and 
g(i)), and checks at each step the recursive relation R. A failure in this pro- 
cess will lead to the dynamic divergence of the CCS program and will thus 
produce a word equivalent to some element of (0, 1 }*P. Since it is easy 
to define a CCS program which generates { 0, 1 } *z”’ up to the equivalence 
O, it is enough to join these two programs by an arbitrary choice 
;x + zy). 
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